An important part of investigations dealing with tissue cultures is the estimation of the amount of growth occurring under a given set of conditions; and for this purpose the procedure described by Ebeling (1) has proven the most satisfactory. Those employing this method recognize that it does not give an accurate picture of the total number of cells that have grown in the culture, because the areas drawn represent extension in only two dimensions, and fail to consider the third as represented by the thickness of the growth. The critics of this procedure, nevertheless, have offered no practical substitute; and many investigations continue to be recorded in which no quantitative criteria are applied. The microscopic appearance of the cells is obviously important in helping one to form a final judgment, and should not be neglected. If, therefore, the data for both quantitative and qualitative criteria could be gathered from a single manipulation, certain distinct advantages would follow. The purpose of this communication is to describe a simple method whereby fairly satisfactory quantitative data can be easily acquired.
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The method of Ebeling necessitates considerable apparatus. For the drawing of the silhouette some form of projectoscope is required, and if the source of light is very hot the culture must be protected by a heat-absorbing chamber. Unless the apparatus is in a warm room the culture flasks or slides are subjected to cooling with a consequent retarding of growth. The accuracy of the results depends, naturally, upon the experience of the observer in outlining the silhouettes and in planimetry, and also upon an understanding of the relationships of these two maneuvers one to the other. In fact, the limitations of tissue culture technique make too minute measurements unnecessary. A planimeter is, however, needed for the determination of the area occupied by the drawn silhouette. As eight or more growths are generally used in each portion of an experiment, the time required for making tracings and measurements is no small item; and this must be followed by calculation of increments of growth and of comparative indices. Usually the increment represents the average of calculations from a number of growths, and the indices are quotients of the average growth under some special experimentally arranged condition divided by an average growth under normally arranged condition.
Mter having become familiar with the above described technique, it seemed to us desirable to determine whether a simpler method might not give almost as satisfactory results, and thus be applicable in laboratories where the more elaborate apparatus is not available.
Methods
Transplants of actively growing fibroblasts were divided into an equal number of pieces, half of which were placed in Carrel flasks containing media representing an abnormal environment and half in a normal environment. The transplants were identified so that their origin could be traced. Their increment of growth was then estimated by one of us with the projectoscope, planimeter, adding machine and slide rule, according to Ebeling's technique. Simultaneously another observer estimated the increments of growth as follows: An eyepiece disc micrometer was placed on the diaphragm of a 10 X ocular which was used with an 180 nun. objective for the measurements of the transplants. The micrometer scale contained 100 equal divisions, with every tenth division numbered; and measurements were carried out to the nearest unit of 5. As the transplants originally were irregularly rectangular, the first measurement was made with the micrometer scale extending through the longest axis of the transplant; the ocular was then turned 90 ° and a second measurement was made through the other axis. If the transplant was very irregular in outline allowance was made so that approximately equal portions would extend outside and inside an imaginary line projected at right angles to the end of the axis being measured. On subsequent days as the growths assumed more and more a circular outline, the two axes were measured in the same manner. At the same time note was made of the qualitative character of the growth and the various elements composing it, and of the thickness of the culture by focusing at different levels.
The calculations of increments were made on the assumption that the areas occupied by the growths were perfectly circular, an assumption not in accord with the facts, but of sufficient validity so that the results might be tested against the more accurate data obtained with the projectoscope and planimeter. The average radius of any given lot of transplants was calculated as follows:
Sum of all axes r = 4 X number of transplants"
The approximate average areas could be calculated from the formula z r~; and from these areas the increments of growth could be determined. Comparative increments of growth, on the other hand, could be estimated directly from the squares of the radii as indicated in the formula r~ --ro ~ where ro is the averr2 age radius of the original transplant, and rx is the average radius on any given day. The effect of any given experimental en,~ironment, as in the ease of the measurements made with the projectoscope, was calculated by the formula Increment under experimental environment Increment under normal environment
RESULTS
The comparative results with the two methods are shown in Table  I , where a surprisingly close agreement is seen in most instances, particularly in the case of older growths in which the new cells occupied a more nearly circular area than in the first 2 or 3 days after transplantation. A comparative index of more than 1 indicates that the experimental environment was more favorable than the normal one, and conversely an index of less than 1 shows the experimental environment was less favorable. In no case was the sign of the index different by the two methods; and in only part of one experiment (T-68) did the indices vary widely. In this case the observer was making his first ocular micrometric measurements; and the growths during the first few days showed marked irregularity so that calculations made on the assumption of a circular growth would not obtain. When, in the later days of the experiment, the growth became more circular and the observer more experienced, the indices agreed more closely. By calculating the initial areas of the transplants according to their true shape--square, triangular or circular--doubtless the two sets of figures could be brought into closer agreement.
In recording the rates of migration and growth of cells from explants of spleen and buffy coats of blood we have found the ocular micrometer especially useful, because the areas occupied by different types of cells could be more accurately measured on account of the possibility of
obtaining a microscopic picture of each cell simultaneously with the measurements. The fact that these migrating cells quickly occupy a circular area also tends to make the two methods agree more closely than in the case of fibroblastic growths. Another advantage of the ocular micrometric method is the possibility of placing the microscope in a warm box during the period of measurement, and thus one may avoid chilling the cultures and retarding their growth.
DISCUSSION
In presenting the ocular micrometer measurements as a basis for the calculation of growths of tissue cultures we do not mean to imply that it is as accurate as those given with the projectoscope and planimeter, nor do we think that the ocular micrometer has not been previously employed in examining tissue cultures, since remarks are encountered in the literature indicating that it has been used. In neither Fischer's book (2), in Levi's article on technique (3), nor elsewhere, have we found that approximate areas calculated from measurements of axes have been used for estimation of increments of growth or for comparative indices. While the simple inspection of growths will often give a fairly correct idea of the influence of a particular environment on the growth of cells in vitro, in many instances, where the culture media is composed of complex substances, it becomes necessary to keep quantitative records of the increment of growth if one is to estimate the effect of the components in the medium. The demands for quantitative data are even more pressing as one multiplies the number of pieces examined and the number of factors in the environment. Because the results of estimating the areas, and especially the comparative growth indices, were in such close agreement we feel that where the more complicated apparatus is not available one is justified in employing a method requiring simply an ocular micrometer and slide rule in addition to the usual material demanded for tissue cultures.
SUMMARY
In estimating the incremenfs of growth of tissue cultures and of comparative indices it is possible to use areas calculated from measurement of two axes made with an ocular micrometer in an ordinary mi-croscope. On the assumption that the growths are approximately circular in outline the squares of their radii are used as the factors for comparison. Results obtained with this method agree fairly closely with those derived from projectoscopic drawings and planimetric measurements.
